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ABSTRACT

This study sought to investigate the interaction of cost, quality, and efficiency in the provision of educational
services in rural areas. Synthetic cost functions were developed and a linear programming transportation model was
used to identify optimal school district organization. The model was applied to a rural region in Nevada.

Optimal school district orgardzation was defined fof specific levels of educational quality (breadth of curriculum),
student-teacher ratios, cost of transportation, and maximum bussing distances for students in the region. Alterna-
tive district organizations were considered by varying these para i. eters and observing sensitivity ol optimal solutions.
It was found that by increasing the student-teacher ratio from 20:1 to 30:1, operating costs would be reduced by
17 percent. Further, it was found that transportation coats would have to.increase by over 200 percent before they
became a critical factor in the definition of optimal district r.cganization. In contrast, changing the assumed bussing
mileage limits did have a significant effect on the location and size of schools in the region. Assuming that no
student could be bussed more than 50 miles (one way) resulted in three schools in solution. Assuming a 75- or 100-
mile limit resulted in only two schools in solution.

Generally, the study illustrated the versatility of the linear programming transportation model in its ability to
provide cost comparisons for changes in program sizes, student-teacher ratios, permitted school locations patterns,
bussing costs, and changes in permitted bussing distances by students.
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OPTIMAL SCHOOL LOCATION IN RURAL NEVADA

Ronald A. Sadler and C.T.K. Ching'

I. Introduction

In this study, educational problems are viewed as revolving around two central considerations: (1) educatidnal
costs and (2) educational quality. Education costs require a little elaboration. Education is notdifferent than other
goods and services in that its cost is soaring. For example, in Nevada trend analysis of State Department of Educa-
tion records [15] indicate that education costs have been increasing at about 13.5 percent per year. With such
increases in costs, the problem facing school administrators and educational planners is one of providing an accept-
able "quality" of education at minimum cost.

A. Educational Quality

While the issue underlying educational costs are straightforward, those underlying educational quality are less so.
There are two generally accepted measures of educational quality. The first involves investigation of the inputs
going into an educational system such as course diversity, school facilities, student-teacher ratios, and the quality of
teachers and administrators. These input quality measures have been appropriately criticized since there are in-
stances where the highest quality of inputs will not result in a high quality of educational output [13]. Accordingly,
some researchers and educators have turned to another measure of qualitystandardized achievement tests [4,14,
201. This measure is directly related to how well a particular student has been trained in the educational system.
The varying backgrounds of students (e.g., influence of family and peers) are essentially held constant, since a
student is assessed only relative to how he performed in the beginning of the period or academic year. Opponents
of this quality measure argue that achievement tests are oriented toward white, middle class students, and as such
reflect a socio-economic bias.

The point to be made regarding educational quality, however, is that there is no generally accepted measure of
quality. For this study, an input quality measure, course diversity, is used as a measure of quality [13,19] . While
we clearly recognize this measure's limitations, it appears most appropriate for planning since educational admin-
istrators and planners have direct control over this quality measure.

B. Economic Efficiency

As noted, one approach to achieving economic efficiency in schools would be to attain some given standard of
educational quality in a least-cost fashion. In this study, a linear programming (LP) model is used to solve prob-
lems of this type [8] . More specifically, a linear programming transportation model is used to indicate the number
of schools, sizes, and locations which minimize the combined cost of transportation and operation while holding
quality (course diversity) constant.

C. Objectives

This report seeks to provide msights on the following quesiions pertaining to Nevada school districts.

I. What are the major cost components of educational programs in rural Nevada high schools?

2. How do the concepts of cost, quality, and efficiency interact in the development of educational programs in
Nevada high schools?

3. Can rural Nevada school districts be reorganized to provide a more efficient (the same or better quality at
lower cost) high school program?

1Graduate Research Assistant and Associate Professor, Miiiion of Agricultural and R.:source Economics, University of Nevada
Reno.
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4. Do linear programming techniques provide a practical approach to the analysis of spatial organization and
operating efficiency in Nevada school districts?

II. Region Studied

A region consisting of more than one school district was selected because several rural school districts in Nevada

have only one or two high schools.2 More specifically, two criteria were followed in selecting the study region.

First, the districts should be contiguous; and, second, the selected districts should be located in a rural area. Based
on these, the region consisting of Eureka, Lincoln, and White Pine school districts in east central Nevada were

selected (Figs. 1-3). This region contains five high schools and provides a sufficiently rigorous test of the LP model
while not being overly cdmplex for analysis. Existing high schools are in Eiy, Lund, Panaca, Alamo, and Eureka.
Respective 1973-1974 enrollments were 780, 40, 165, 51, and 50, for a total senior high school (grades 9-12)
enrollment of 1,086 in these districts.3

III. Cost of Providing Education

Educational cost is viewed as containing four major components:

1. Instruction costs: teacher salaries, principal salaries, counselor salaries, clerical salaries, and teaching supplies.

2. Maintenance and plant operation costs: salaries for custodians and maintenance personnel, janitorial supplies,
utility costs, etc.

3. Fixed charges: retirement contributions and insurance expenses.

4. Transportation costs: includes items such as driver salaries, vehicle replacement costs, maintenance costs,

gas, oil, etc.

In this study, the first three components are combined and designated as operations costs. Transportation costs are
handled in a category by themselves. In addition to these cost components,capital costs (cost of major structures)
became important in considering district reorganization possibilities. Finally, the current costs incurred by districts

in the study area am important comparisons for the linear programming results. Operations, transportation, capital,

and current costs are discumed in turn.

A. Operations Costs

Economists use two methods to estimate cost functions: statistical [6] and synthetic [I]. The statistical

approach typically involves estimating the parameters of a linear model via regression. A major limitation of this

method is its reliance on past data with limited control over external items such as educational quality. The syn-
thetic approach requires an explicit definition of the inputs required to provide a specific level or quality of educa-

tion. These inputs are valued and summed to provide estimates of total costs. Through such a technique, the
analyst has ultimate control over items entering cost calculations.

Several assumptions were made regarding formulation of a synthetic cost function. First, administrative costs
were considered constant. These costs include such expenses as administration expenditures in the School Finance
Accounting Manual [17] and consist primarily of expenses associated with the salary of the district superintendent

and supporting staff. These costs currently represent about 2 percent of a district's total operating budget [81:

Second, teachers were assumed to teach no more than five classes per day on the average. Teachers for the

five high schools in the study region taught an average of four to five classes each. Most high school teachers in
Nevada are provided with at least one period per day (in a seven-period day) which can be devoted to class prepara-

tion. Thus, in the formulation of a cost function, a maximum load of five classes per teacher was assumed.

Third, the initial student-teacher ratio was assumed to be 20:1 or less. For the five schools under study, the

student-teacher ratio varied from 7:1 at Eureka to 20:1 at Ely (based on current enrollment). In the urban school

districts of Nevada, student-teacher ratios exceed 20:1 [15] , but in most rural districts ratios are less than 20:1;

thus, the latter ratio was assumed.

21n Nevada, school districts are organized on a county basis.

3The northern portion of Eureka County is omitted from the analysis because students in this area are bussed to Carlin in Elko

County (see Fig. 2).
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Analyds of data for the fiscal years 1970-1974 [15,18] indicated that about 96 percent of total operating
expenditures (excluding administrative costs) are included in the categories of instruction, fixed charges, mainte-
nance and operation, and transportation costs. Only these categories were considered in this study. Some of the
costs not considered in the derivation of the synthetic cost function are adult education, food programs, and capital
expenditures for equipment or structures.

Of the four categories, instruction costs were the largest. For 1970-1974, salaries comprised 93 to 94 percent of
all costs in this category [15, 18] . Thus, salaries were assumed to equal 93 percent of total instruction costs in the
development of a synthetic cost function. Total instruction costs were estimated by dividing the sum of instruction
salary costs by 0.93. For these same years (1970-1974), average figures indicate that maintenance and operation
costs are about 17 percent of instruction. costs [15,17] , and this figure was used in the study. Retirement benefit
increases have steadily raised the relative amount of expenditures in the fixed charges category; but currently this
category equals about 11 percent of expenditures in the instruction category,and 11 percent was used.

Salaries for teachers, principals, counselors, and clerical workers were estimated from districtrecords. Teachers
were assumed to receive an average salary of $11;200;principals, $16,000; counselors, $12,000; and clerical workers,
$6,000. In smaller schools (less than 300 students) it was recognized that full-time principals., counselors, and
clerical assistants were not justified [11]. Accordingly, salaries for principals, counselors, and clerks were pro-rated
according to enrollment in smaller schools.

Currently, Nevada requires completion of at least 19 credits of high school course work for graduation. Nine and
one-half of the credits are specified by law. The remaining 9-1/2 credits are selected from courses implemented by
the school district. One credit is dermed by the State Department of Education as "...120 hours of instruction wits
equivalent per year" [16] . For this study, 1 unit or credit is defmed as 120 hours of differentiated class instruction
per year. Thus, the identical course taught more than once would not count as 2 units, but the same course taught
at differing degrees of difficulty (tracking) would. In this study, the minimal curricula offering is 24 units. This is a
very restricted type of program since all students receive virtually the same educational training, and there is little
flexibility to develop individual needs and interests. Such a program is typical in smaller, rural Nevada high schools.

Using these assumptions and coit estimates, education per student costs were computed for program sizes of
24, 48, 72, and 84 units. These costs are depicted graphically in Fig. 4. Appendix A provides a more specific dis-
cussion of how operations costs are calculated.

B. Transportation Costs

Based on the population distribution within school districts [2] , student locltions and bussing routes were
approximated by collecting the populace into groups (Figs. 1-3). Current enrollment figures were then gathered for
the schools under study and a constant student density was computed by dividing the student enrollment at a partic-
ular school by the total population within that school's service area.

Service areas were specifically defmed because the ratio of high school students to population was not uniformly
consistent throughout the study area. For instance, 8 percent of the population within the Ely high School service
area consisted of high school students whereas 13 percent of the population in the Alamo high school service area
consisted of high school students. Differentiation was necessary to equate the number of students within a service

area to the number of students currently enrolled at each school.

Using estimated vehicle mileage per district and current transportation budget figures, average bussing cost per

miles of vehicle travel is about 50 cents for the three districts under study. White Pine School District busses about
429 students daily and normally uses vehicles varying in size from 9-passenger station wagons to 76-passenger busses.
Dividing the number of students bussed daily (429) by the number of vehicles used (16), the average number of
students per vehicle is 27. Since mileage cost is 50 cents per vehicle-mile, per student bussing cost per mile is about
1.85 cents (50 divided by 27). Due to the difficulty of collecting data, an average cost per student-mile was not
determined for all three counties; but, it was expected that the more rural (less densely populated) character of
Eureka and Lincoln school districts would raise this average cost per student per mile. For this reason, a cost of
2 cents per student per mile was initially used in this study.

C. Construction Costs

While all construction costs must necessarily be considered before any district reorganization is undertaken, such

costs are not included in this studY because of the difficulty in defining a standard cost for the construction of facil-

ities. Existing facilities present widely differing degrees of quality ranging from converted quonset huts to 'modern
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brick and glass structures with carpeting; and, construction costs would vary widely depending on the type of struc-
ture. Accordingly, this study concentrates on operating and transportation cost considerations. Construction
costs are recognized as an integral part of the decision-making process, but such costs are discussed only briefly.

D. Current Costs

Based on district records, high school operating costs for White Pine School District were estimated at
$935,000 or $1,140 per student. High school costs for Eureka School District were estimated to be $106,000
($2,120 per student), and $355,000 or $1,644 per student for Lincoln County School District. Using a cost of
2 cents per student per mile, existent high school service area patterns, and assumed student locations, regional
transportation gosts were estimated at $40,000. Although this figure is not exact, it was felt to be a reasonable
approximation and is presented for comparison.

N. The Linear Programming Transportation Model

Once operating and transportation cost data were assembled, a linear programming transportation model [8] was
used to determine the optimal (least cost) numbers, sizes, and location of schools. Specific details are in Appen-
dix B. Essentially, the model computes the cost of alternative spatial organization (school numbers, sizes, and
locations) and follows a set of rules which permits total cost (operations and transportation) to be minimized.

V. Linear Programming Results

A. Basic Solution with Program Quality Comparisons

Initial LP runs assumed a transportation cost of 2 cents per student-mile bussed, a bussing distance (one-way) no
greater than 50 miles, a student-teacher ratio not to exceed 20:1, and a high school no smaller than the present one
at Lund (50 students in grades 9-12). Runs were made for program sizes of 24, 48, 72, and 82 units. Regardless of
standard of program quality assumed within the region, the same high school sizes and locations appear in solution
(Table 1, runs 1 through 4). The 12 program also provided a school at B for two students, a school at J for
one student, and a school at AQ (Figs. 1-3) for four students. These small schools came into solution because it
was explicitly stated that no student could be bussed more than 50 miles one way. Students for these small
schools came from assumed student locations AV, and A (Figs. 1-3). This was a recurring problem, and for sim-
plicity, any students falling outside the imposed bussing limit were assumed to be boarded at the nearest "solu-
tion" school in the region at an additional cost of $3.00 per student per school day. State law (Nevada Revised
Statutes, Section 392.350) permits school districts to reimburse parents the costs of boarding children away front
home at a maximum of $3.00 per child per school day. Such a procedure is commonly followed in practice.

Runs 1 through 4 also show that transportation costs would increase to about $59,000 a year under a least-cost
situation as opposed to the current estimated transportation cost of $40,000. Optimal solutkms enow two fewer
schools (Lund and Alamo high schools being eliminated), while the school location at Panaca is shifted to Caliente.
Schools still appear at Eureka and Ely, with the Ely high school gaining 40 students bussed in from the Lund area.
Students currently attending Panaca's high school are relocated in Caliente, while enrollment at Eureka high school
remains essentially the same.

Current operating costs for existing high schools were estimated at $1,396,000. Reorganizing the district
(run 2) would permit a. minimal program quality of 48 units to be offered .to all students within the region for
$1,185,000, resulting in a substantial cost savings even after allowing for higher bussing costs. Currently, students
at Lund, Eureka, and Alamo are exposed to much smaller program offerings. One should note that this solution
does not diminish the quality of education at the Ely high school since an 84-unit program can be offered at a
school with 818 students just as cheaply as a program size of 48 units.

However, reorganization also would presumably require large capital expenditures for the expansion of existing
facilities at Ely to provide for increased enrollment and at Caliente for construction of a new school. Any reorgani-
zation would necessarily have to include such construction costs as an integral part of planning and making
decisions.

B. Variation in Student-Teacher Ratios

Effects of permitting higher student-teacher ratios are presented in Table 2, runs 5 through 7.4 For a 48-unit
program assumed as a minimal offering, varying student-teacher ratios does not change the number, location, or

4When varying student-teacher ratios, it was implicitly assumed that there was no relationship between educational quality
(curricular breadth) and student-teacher ratios.
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TABLE 1

BASIC SOLUTIONS UNDER ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF EDUCATIONAL QUALITY

Program School Size Transporta- Operating Combined No. of
Run
No. Size an d tion Cost Cost Cost Students

(Credits) Location ($) ($) ($) Boarded

1 24 Caliente (216) 59,000 1,084,000 1,143,000 7
Eureka ( 52)
Ely (818)

2 48 Caliente (216) 59,000 1,185,000 1,244,000 7
Eureka ( 52)
Ely (818)

3 72 Caliente (216) 59,000 1,353,000 1,412,000 7
Eureka ( 52)
Ely (818)

4 84 Caliente (216) 59,000 1,454,000 1,513,000 7
Eureka ( 52)
Ely (818)

TABLE 2

SOLUTIONS WITH ALTERNATIVE STUDENT-TEACHER RATIOS

Run School Size Transporta- Operating Combined No. of
and tion Cost Cost Cost Students

No. Ratio Location ($) ($) ($) Boarded

5 , 20 Caliente (216) 59,000 1,185,000 1,244,000 7

(818)

6 25 Caliente (216) 59,000 1,051,000 1,110,000 7
Eureka ( 52),
Ely (818)

7 30 . Caliente (216) 59,000 984,000 1,043,000 0
Eureka ( 52)
Ely (818)

9
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size of schools reported in run 2. Although changing the student7teacher ratio has an impact on the average cost per
student function, such effects do not influence determination of optimal school locations. Thus, allowing the
student-teacher ratio to increase from 20:1 to 25:1 results in an '1'1 percent reduction of operating costs. Per-

mitting the student-teacher ratio to increase to 30:1 results in a 17 percent reduction of operating costs (from
$1,181,000 to $980,000). All cost savings can be attributed to the school at Ely since the schools at Caliente and
Eureka do not have a sufficient enrollment to permit student-teacher ratios of 25 or 30:1.

C. Variation in Transportation Costs

Although everyone is aware of the energy crisis and the dramatic price increases for gasoline and oil, these
products comprise only a small proportion of total transportation costs. For instance, in White Pine School Dis-
trict, driver, clericil, and, garage salaries, composed about 86 percent of the total expenditures in the transportation
account for the 1972'4973 operating year. Doubling gas and .oil costs for that year would have increased total
expenses in the transportation accoutn by only 14 percent (table 3, runs 8 through 10). In other words, transporta-
tion costs would have to more than double before there would be any noticeable change in optimal school loca-
tions for planning purposes.

D. Variation in Allowable Bussing

Increasing one-way bussing from 50 to 75 miles raises bussing costs by $20,000, but results in a decreased
_operating cost of $105,000 for a net saving of $85,000 (Table 4, runs 11 through 13). Note that the facility at

-r ....Eureka does not appear in solution and the seven boarded students come from Eureka County.

Assuming a one-way distance of 100 miles gives the same school sizes and locations as run 12, but eliminates the
necessity of boarding students. Transportation costs increase $2,000 over run 12 but boarding costs are eliminated;
so there is actually a small decrease in total costs as a consequence of extending the bussing limit from 75 to
100 miles.

Before any bussing limits are extended, administrators and educators would have to consider the effects of bus-

sing on students. Lu and Tweeten [9] report that bussing does have some negatiya effects on achievement and

performance. For instance, when students riding busses more than 1 hour per day were compared with students
riding busses less than 1 hour per day, it was discovered that student achievement (measured by test scores) was
lower for the first group. The authors concluded that increased bus riding time reduces achievement. Consequently,
educators would have to ask whether the cost savings of reorganization justifies increasing bussing time and risking
the possibility of adversely affecting student performance.

E. Present Facilities Solutions

Thus far we have varied several parameters in the LP model. However, there may also be instances when educa-
tors desire to see the results of a solution which considers only specified locations as possible school sites (Table 5,

runs 14 through 15). Such a procedure would permit analysis of economic benefits accruing as a result of school

consolidation and closure of small schools. Another potential use would be to incorporate long range population
shifts to produce expanded enrolliments in specific localities. Run 14 indicates the operating costs for a standard-
ized minimal program of 48 units using the existent five school locations at Ely, Lund, Eureka, Panaca, and Alamo

would be $1,436,000. Eliminating the locations at Lund and Ely (run 15) reduced estimated operating costs by
$255,000, but transportation costs increased $23,000, resulting in a net saving of $232,000 per year.

VI. Conclusions

The difficulty of maintaining and financing adequate school programs, particularly in rural areas, suggests that
methods be devised to analyze and improve the efficiency of 7,..:hoo1 district operation. Accordingly, this study
sought: (I) to develop a standardized cost function for different educational program sizes (quality); (2) to investi-
gate the interaction of cost, quality, and efficiency in the formulation of educational programs; (3) to present a LP
model to identify optimal school district organization; (4) to apply the model in a practical analysis of a rural region
of Nevada; and (5) to estimate the economic benefits obtained by district reorganization of selected Nevada high

schools.

The synthetic cost function exhibited characteristics normally attributed to such functions [4,10] . Per studAnt

costs ;declined when high school size increased as a consequence of better resource utilization and, in particular,
more efficient use of teachers. For larger schools, the derived cost function indicated that program quality could be

substantially improved at lit tle or no increase in per student operating costs. Thus, larger school sizes appear to be
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TABLE 3

SOLUTIONS WITH VARIATIONS IN TRANSPORTATION COSTS

Run
No.

Mileage
Cost

(cents)

School Size
and

Location

Transporta-
tion Cost

($)

Operating
Cost
($)

Combined
Cost
($)

No. of
Students
Boarded

8 2 Caliente (216) 59,000 1,185,000 1 ,244,000 7
Eureka ( 52)
Ely (818)

9 4 Caliente (216) 119,000 1,185,000 1,204,000 7
Eureka ( 52)
Ely (818)

10 6 Caliente (216) 132,000 1,269,000 1,401,000 7
Eureka ( 52)
McGill (197)
Ely (621)

TABLE 4

SOLUTIONS WITH VARYING BUSSING LIMITS (MILES ONE WAY)

Run
No.

Bussing
Limit (miles
one way)

School Size
and

Location

Transporta-
tion Cost

($)

Operating
Cost
($)

Combined
Cost
($)

No. of
Students
Boarded

I 1 50 Caliente (216) 59,000 1,185,000 1,244,000 7
Eureka ( 52)
Ely (818)

12 75 Caliente (214) 79,000 1,080,000 1,159,000 7

Ely (872)

13 100 Caliente (214 81,00) 1,076,000 1,157,000 0
Ely (872)

TABLE 5

SOLUTIONS WHEN SELECTED LOCATIONS ARE FORCED INTO SOLUTION

Run
No.

"Present
Facilities"

School Size
and

Location

Transporta-
tion Cost

(S)

Operating
Cost
($)

Combined
Cost
($)

No. of
Students
Boarded

14 Not Lund ( 40) 40,000 1,436,000 1,476,000 0
Applicable Panaca (165)

Alamo ( 51)
Ely (780)
Eureka ( 50)

15 Not Panaca (216) 63,000 1,185,000 1,248,000 0
Applicable Eureka ( 52)

Ely (818)
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justified not only because of cost savings, but also because of being able to offer improved educational quality. In

remote rural areas, however, larger school sizes can be achieved only by increasing student bussing and closing down

smaller schools.

Since increased bussing involves a social cost to the student as well as an economic cost to the school district, the

community must resolve the question of economicsavings and improved educational opportunity versus student and

parent inconvenience suffered as a consequence of bussing. In many communities, the school also serves as a gather-

ing place for community functions. Thus, administrators must also weigh the social cost to the community if small

rural schools are closed. Results presented provide information which might be useful in the decision-making

process.

Using the synthetic cost function and estimated per mile bussing cost, a linear programming transportation model
was used to identify optimal (least-cost) high school locations for the three district regions of Eureka, Lincoln, and

White Pine counties. It was found that reorganization would provide the greatest cost savings for an assumed quality

of education by closing two existing high schools in this region and relocating a third. Changes in assumed quality

(curricular breadth) did not affect either high school size or location when different program sizes were assumed as a

minimal standard of education within the region. The analysis suggests the economic feasibility of reorganization.

Variations in assumed parameters provided interesting insights and exhibited the flexibility of the linear program-
ming model as an evaluative tool to be used by educational administrators. For example, the costs and benefits

accri4Ing to the region as a consequence of varying student-teacher ratios was examined. It was estimated that in-

creasmg the student-teacher ratio from 20:1 to 30:1 would reduce operating costs 17 percent. By inserting assumed

transportation cost increases into the LP model, it was possible to assess the sensitivity of optimal school locations

to variations in transportation costs. Results show that transportation costs would have to increase by 200 percent

before they became a critical factor. However, changing assumed bussing mileage limits did significantly affect

location and size of least-cost regional organization patterns. Assuming no student could be bussed further than

50 miles (one way) resulted "n high schools at Ely, Caliente, and Eureka. Assuming a 75- or 100-mile bussing limit

resulted in only two school la .:ZionsEly and Caliente.

One major shortcoming of this study is that it did not explicitly consider the dollar cost of facility construction

and expansion as a consequence of district reorganization. Such consideration is an integral part of any reorganiza-
tion planning and could be integrated into the LP model to provide a total economic impact analysis of district

reorganization. While such an integrative process was beyond the resources and timetable available for this study,

such an integration would be the logical conclusion and is suggested for future research.
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APPENDIX. A

SYNTHETIC COST CALCULATIONS

Priceeding from the assumptions and cost estimates, it is possible to estimate the operating cost for an educa-
tional program of a given course diversity and a specified number of students. Given a 24-unit curriculum and a
student enrollment of 50, the operating cost for this program would be calculated in the following manner.

First, the number of classes resulting from required courses should be determined. Since there are less than
20 students bi any particular grade, it would be unnecessary to double up on required classes which were assumed to
total 10 credits. Given a maximum teacher load of five courses per teacher, 10 credits will require two teachers.
Fourteen additional credits are assumed to be electives and three additional teachers will be required, bringing the
number of required teachers to five. Although not of consequence in this example, the student-teacher ratio cannot
be allowed to exceed 20:1. If this had been the case, additional teachers would be assumed until the ratio is reduced
to the 20:1 limit. Continuing with the example, clerical help and counseling services are prorated as follows:
5/6 x $6,000 = $5,000 for clerical salaries; and, $40 x 50 students = $2,000 for counseling services. The principal's
duties would be minimal in a school this size and are prorated at $60 x 50 students (based on a full-time salary of
$16,000) for a cost of $3,000. Teacher salaries total $56,000 ($11,200 x 5) and total salary costs in the instruction
category equal $66,000. Since salary costs represent 93 percent of total instruction costs, total instruction costs
equal $90,968 ($66,000 divided by 0.93). Maintenance and operation costs equal 17 percent of instruction costs or
$12,065. Fixed charges equal 11 percent of instruction costs or $7,806.

Itemization of calculated operating costs are presented:

INSTkUCTION SALARIES

INSTRUCTION EXPENSES

$66,000

4,968

TOTAL INSTRUCTION COSTS $70,968

MAINTENANCE & OPERATION 12,065

FIXED CHARGES 90,839

Total Cost
Cost Per Student

Number of Students
$1,817 Per Student

Per student costs for other school and program sizes can be calculated in a similar fashion. For example, per
student costs have been calculated for 24-unit, 48-unit, 72-unit, and 84-unit programs. Results are shown in Fig. 1.
Note that this is a "smoothed" functional presentation of the derived cost curve. Each cost curve is actually dis-
continuous because of the discrete nature of the data. The discontinuities arise as a consequence of the student-
teacher ratio which is assumed to be 20:1. A simplified flow chart describing the step-by-step operations used to
compile the cost function is presented in Fig. 5.
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DETERMINE # OF REQUIRED COURSES TO BE OFFERED AS

FOLDOWS:

1) 4 OF ENGLIsi CLASSES = (3/4 X SIZE) f 20

2) # OF P.E. CLASSES = (2/4 x sizE) 20

3) # OF SCIENcE CLASSES = (114 X SIZE) f 20

4) # OF MATH CLASSES = (114 x sIzE) 20

5) # OF HEALTH CLASSES = (114 X SIZE) f 20

G) # OF SOCIAL SCIENCE CLASSES = (2/4 x sIzE) 20

TOTAL REquIRED = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6

CLERICAL SALARIES = (# TEACFERS f 6)

x SG,3C0

ADD ADDITIONAL DESIRED # OF

REQUIRED CLASSES AMD DIVIDE

BY 5 TO DETERMINE MISER OF

OF TEACHERS WHICH WILL BE

REQUIRSD FCA STIPULATED

PROGRAM QUALITY AND

EftROLUENT. IF STUDENT-

. TEACHER RATIO IS GREATER THAN

2011. ADD ADDITIONAL TEACHERS

UNTIL RATIO IS SATISFIED.

CouNSELOR SALARIES = $40 x # OF STUDENTS

PRINcIPAL'S SALARY = $G0 x # Of STUDENTS

TEACHER tALARIEs = # OF TEACHERS

x $11.200

PRINCIPAL'S SALARY = $16,000

IS

NO OF STUDENTS) 600

TOTAL INSTRUCTIoN CATEGORY SALARIES =

TEACHER SALARIES + CLERICAL SALARIES +

CaNSELING SALARIES + PRINCIPAL'S SALARIES

ToTAL INSTRWTNIN cNTS = TOTAL INSTRUCTION

'SALARIES f

IFIXED CHARGES = TOTAL INSTRUCTION COSTS X .11

YES

ADD ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL'S SALARY OF

$14,000

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION COSTS = .17 x TOTAL INSTRUCTION COSTS

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS = TOTAL INSTRUCTION

OSTS + FIXED CHARGES + MAINTENANCE AND

OMATION COSTS

IPER STUDENT OPERATING COST 0 TOTAL OPERATING COST f # CF STUMM

FIGLRE 5. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF COST CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX B

THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING TRANSPORTATION MODEL

The objective of the LP model is to minimize the combined cost of school operation and transportation expenses.
Mathematically, the problem is to:

m n
1) minimize TC = E E +

L=

subject to the constraints

2) E

= I

3) E Xii = = 1, ...,n
i = 1

4) Xij > 0

5) E S= E
i = 1 j=I

where:

TC = total cost of school operation

Xij = number of students residing at location i who are sent to school j

Si = number of students residing at location i

D. = number of students at the jth school

t.- = transportation cost of sending a student from location i to school j

C- = operation cost of a school at the jth location

m = total number of gudent locations

n = total number of possible school locations

It is assumed that the per student cost of school operation is a function of school size and that larger schools have
smaller per student operating costs. Since there are two classes of unknowns (operating costs and school sizes and
locations), the solution is iterative in nature [3,7,10] . Thus, to use the LP model to derive least cost school loca-
tions, it was necessary to initially assume a value for Ci. With operating costs specified, the problem was then solved
in the usual manner. These results are then checkeeto see if they are consistent with the operating cost assumed.
If not, another cost is specified and the problem is run in an iterative fashion until the program converges on a solu-
tion which optimizes school locations and sizes and is consistent with the operating costs previously assumed.
Typically, it took no more than five or six iterations to converge on an optimal solution.
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